
Candlewick Press Classroom Activities

In addition to being an award-winning 
author and illustrator, Steve Light is 
also a preschool teacher! He has 
created these materials to use with his 
books in the classroom. He says, “For 
each book, I’ve given just a spark of an 
idea to get your plans flowing. Please 
make them your own to work for your 
class and curriculum! I hope your class 
has as much fun exploring my books as 
I did making them.”

HC: 978-0-7636-6648-4

Enter a fascinating, ornately drawn cityscape and help 
a boy find his dragon while counting objects, from hot 
dogs to traffic lights, up to twenty! There are lots of 
things to find and explore in this book, especially 
relating to the city.

Steve Light drew this whole book with one pen: a 
fountain pen. Then he colored it with fountain pen 
inks.

Pssst! Here’s a secret: On the six page, one of the 
monkeys is stealing the keys from the zookeeper using 
a stick! He escapes and can be seen on the back of the 
jacket on the top of a store that sells fountain pens. 
Look for him—he’s tiny! The monkeys are snow 
monkeys; that’s why they don’t have tails.

by Steve Light

Art
•  Have children draw city scenes and color only 

one thing that is repeated many times. How 
many times did they repeat that item?

Social Studies
•  Do the students in your class live in a city? 

How is where you live different from the city 
in the book? How is it the same?

•  Have students look for all the people working. 
What jobs do they see?
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About Steve Light
Steve Light has loved to draw since 

he was a child, and to this day he 
always has a sketchbook with him. 
All of his books are planned out in 

pictures first. He fills up sketchbook 
after sketchbook with drawings and even makes 
models of things that might help the story. Once 
the story is sketched out in images, he writes the 
words, then finally starts the final art: He puts his 
pencil sketches on a light box and inks them with 
a fountain pen (he loves fountain pens!). After 
the drawing is inked, he colors it with chalk 
pastels and sometimes colored pencils. Coming 
up with ideas and drawing in his sketchbook are 
his favorite part, but he also likes seeing the 
characters come alive in the finished art.

Steve Light had wanted to live in New York since 
he was seven years old and his family visited the 
city. He now lives in New York with his wife and 
cat. They all love Manhattan and art.

Also by Steve Light

Math
•  Count! So much counting in this book can spill 

into the classroom.

•  On the seven page, boxes are being delivered in a 
building. Have children deliver boxes to other 
students in the classroom. Tell them how many 
boxes each child gets. Hide a dragon in one box, 
and whoever gets the dragon delivered to them 
gets to deliver the boxes next!

Science
•  Make dragon’s breath by adding a small amount of 

dry ice to water. This can pair nicely with a unit on 
solids, liquids, and gases. Be careful! Dry ice can 
burn bare skin. This is a teacher-conducted 
experiment. Dry ice is not for children to play with.

Writing
•  If you had a mythical pet, what would it be? If you 

lost your pet, where do you think it would hide?
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